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1. Extract data from information system and export to
Excel.

2. Create a pivot table of datasheet (highlight data, go to
Insert PivotTable, and place in a new worksheet).

3. Click on pivot table and go to Insert Slicer; select fields
that you want to be able to filter (e.g., year, rank,
major, campus, high school, county, enrollment type).

4. Format size and color of slicers under Slicer Tools tab.
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5. Change slicer header (if desired), sort slicer categories,
and set data display options in Slicer Settings (i.e.,
check “Visually indicate items with no data” and leave
“Show items with no data last” and “Show items
deleted from data source” unchecked).

6. Start a new worksheet to use as dashboard canvas,
add desired text and pictures, and paste slicers.

7. Return to pivot table and pull continuous variables
that you want to display on your dashboard into the
values area of the pivot table.

8. Create cell references on dashboard to continuous
variables in pivot table and format as desired.
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9. Create separate pivot tables for each categorical
variable. Go to each pivot table’s field settings and
display items with no data (otherwise cell references
will not point to correct location(s) when selections are
made).

10. Go to dashboard and link slicers to newly-created pivot
tables by clicking on each slicer, going to Slicer Tools,
and checking desired pivot tables from list under
PivotTable Connections.

11. Create charts of desired data elements by indirectly
referencing data in pivot tables and pasting into
dashboard. You can reference pivot tables directly but
this will create pivot charts, which have features and
appearance characteristics that may not be desired;
create cell references to pivot tables instead and build
charts off of referenced data.

12. Create frequency distributions of categorical variables
by making cell references from dashboard to values in
pivot tables, calculating percentages, and adding data
bars or other icons from the Conditional Formatting
menu of the Home tab.
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